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Long ago in the lands now known as Atlantis, the ancients lived in harmony and peace 
with much of their lives devoted to creating music, art and wonderful technology very 
advanced for their era. Aliens from another galaxy then came to the Atlantiens and began 
to in�ltrate  their society with a very disruptive series of tones and rhythms. This forced a 
very long and primitive �ght from the Atlantiens. Using primitive musical instruments they 
fought back for quite a while until the Aliens began to clone their way into the government 
and slowly take control.  A Rebel Creative group decided they must break free from the 
Alien Groove and they constructed a primitive space pod to leave the Earth and its local 
solar system. They took refuge at the nearest spiral galaxy and established a hidden base 
on the nearby “Planet X”.    After eons of preparation, the reincarnated souls of these 
ancient rebels have �nally recharged their Intergalactic Space Pod for the long �ight back 
to Earth to bring new rhythms and sounds to disrupt the Alien Groove that has in�ltrated 
the Earth.  Upon their landing and regrouping in the Midwestern Portion of the US.... They 
channel and improvise new sounds to �ght back the Alien Groove and upset the Alien 
Applecart. Please join us in our quest !

The Intergalactic Suite, from Session 3 is one continuous group improvisation and was literally the "warm-up" piece to check if all 
the pod elements were charged & working.  Part I begins with sounds from the 1967 Buchla CM100 modular synthesizer.  Imagine  
traveling to a distant Spiral Galaxy aboard a podlike starship.  In Part II, they gaze in awe at the discovery of an enormous Black 
Hole at the center.  In Part III, the Black Hole ("Leo") undergoes rapid quantum changes due to their observations and begins 
devouring the nearby galaxy.
  
Grandma's Attic from Session 2 started as an outline by guitarist Robert Tye.  Imagine family members exploring dusty remnants 
and the echoes of forgotten memories in your grandmother's attic.
  
Clown Bicycle came from Session 1 and the mind drummer Randy Marsh, a concept he originally debuted with his defunct 
improvisational group The Flagrant Disregard.  The rhythm of the opening section is pre-conceived but the notes are selected 
individually and at random.  
  
500 Parsecs From Home from Session 4 is another piece that came to life without any discussion.  The track opens with a Doppler 
image recording of the Sun made by SOHO (the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory) converted into the range of human hearing. 
Synthesizers open the piece evoking the forlorn feeling of being light-years away from home and �nally being able to return.  
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[ 1 ] Intergalactic Suite, Part I (9:53)

[ 2 ] Part II (6:08)

[ 3 ] Part III (8:08)

Improvised & Performed by EXP 3
Glenn Brown - Buchla CM100 modular synth, 
        guitar, percussion, e�ects
Jim Alfredson - synthesizers, Moog bass, 
         Hammond organ & organ bass, 
         electric pianos 
Joe Gloss - guitar
Mark Kieme - woodwinds
David Taylor - drums & percussion

[ 4 ] Grandma’s Attic (6:19)

Improvised & Performed by EXP 2
Glenn Brown - Buchla CM100 modular synth, 
        guitar, percussion, e�ects
Jim Alfredson - Hammond organ, Wurlitzer 
          electric piano
Joe Gloss - guitar
Mark Kieme - woodwinds
James Simonson - bass
David Taylor - drums & percussion
Robert Tye - bathroom guitar

[ 5 ] Clown Bicycle (7:08)

Improvised & Performed by EXP 1
Glenn Brown - Buchla CM100 modular synth, 

        guitar, percussion, e�ects
Jim Alfredson - synthesizers, Hammond organ,

          electric pianos 
Chuck Bartels - bass

Joe Gloss - guitar
Mark Kieme - woodwinds

Randy Marsh - drums
Robert Tye - guitar & e�ects

[ 6 ] 500 Parsecs From Home (12:19)

Improvised & Performed by EXP 4
Glenn Brown - Buchla CM100 modular synth, 

        guitar, percussion, electronics
Jim Alfredson - synthesizers, Hammond organ,

          electric pianos 
Chuck Bartels - bass

Joe Gloss - guitar
Mark Kieme - woodwinds

David Taylor - drums
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